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ABSTRACT

As the market success of electric vehicles accelerates sig-
nificantly, the momentum and variance in the brands, seg-
ments and models on offer is continuously increasing This 
increases the importance of the greatest possible scalability 
of electric drives. Electric axle drives, such as the EMR3 
(Electronics Motor Reducer 3rd generation) in volume pro-
duction and the EMR4 currently in development and pre-
sented here, can optimally meet these requirements in a 
highly integrated unit design with multi-criteria optimization 
at system level. Compared with the predecessor generation, 
the EMR4 delivers up to 5% increased efficiency, signifi-
cantly freer power scaling, and substantial cost reductions. 
The enhanced efficiency and performance of the drive in 
particular contribute to attractive handling and vehicle char-
acteristics. To facilitate progress with the EMR4, numerous 
effect chains in the axle drive have been further optimized 
down to the smallest detail. In the interests of scalability, 
many internal and external interfaces have also been stand-
ardized to ensure that the three main components – power 
electronics, electric motor, and reducer – can be combined 
as freely as possible in line with the tailored-off-the-shelf 
principle. With regard to the drive’s acoustic comfort, another 
focus was and remains the simulation, testing and optimiza-
tion of the drive’s noise characteristics (noise vibration 
harshness) throughout the entire operating map. Compre-
hensive industrialization expertise from the previous gener-
ations of axle drive systems has been incorporated in the 
development of the EMR4 right from the outset.

SCALABLE PLATFORM  
FOR AN EFFICIENT  
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Highly integrated electric axle drives, such 
as the EMR3, which is in volume production, 
make a significant contribution to the suc-
cess of electrification in terms of unit vol-
umes. With their advantages over the inte-
gration of individual components (electric 
motor, power electronics, reducer), com-
plete axle drives facilitate the structural 
integration of the unit into different vehicles. 
Compared with electric drives made up of 
individual components, integrated axle 
drives save costs, weight, complexity in the 
interfaces and connections, as well as 
space, and offer a high power density. They 
thus contribute to good handling and attrac-
tive overall vehicle characteristics. In this 
context, it is also important that the proper-
ties of the powertrain – particularly with 
regard to its efficiency – influence the size 
of the battery which remains the largest 
cost factor of an electric vehicle.

Compact vehicles featuring the EMR3, for 
example, have already received numerous 
awards in the first year of volume produc-
tion: the Opel Corsa-e for its handling char-
acteristics (Golden Steering Wheel 2020), 
the Peugeot e-208 for its overall package of 
handling characteristics, price/performance 
ratio and range (Britain’s Best Electric Car 
2020) and, once again, the Opel Corsa-e for 
its energy efficiency (first place in the FIA 
E-Rally Regularity Cup 2020) [1].

The number of vehicle manufacturers, 
brands and models offering electrification 
as a drive option is now increasing – par-
ticularly in Asia and Europe. This means that 
the requirements placed on the design of 
integrated axle drives are increasing signifi-
cantly. The higher the unit volumes and the 
broader the range of applications for elec-
tric axle drives become, the more important 
it is to master the complexity of these drives 
and industrialize them smoothly. At the 
same time, the assessment of the total  
cost of ownership (TCO) of an axle drive is 
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becoming even more important for vehicle 
manufacturers due to high unit volumes. 
Only with further TCO progress will it be 
possible to further approximate the pur-
chase costs for electric vehicles to the cost 
level of vehicles with internal combustion 
engines. The costs of integrating a drive into 
a vehicle continue to play a significant role 
in TCO consideration.

In pioneering applications such as the 
EMR3, the main aim has been to shift the 
complexity of an electric powertrain out of 
the vehicle into a complete module, where it 
can be better controlled and optimized 
within the system, in order to simplify inte-
gration for the vehicle manufacturer. The 
module has also been optimized on a sys-
tem level compared with the design com-
prising individual components, in such a 
way that the highest possible efficiency is 
achieved with the lowest possible weight 
and compact dimensions. With the EMR3, 
this has been accomplished highly success-
fully at a weight of just 76 kg, an output of 
up to 150 kW and a torque of up to 2,900 
Nm at the axle. Despite these performance 
features, the EMR3 axle drive with its 
dimensions of around 400 x 550 x 380 mm, 
is not much larger than a standard aircraft 
carry-on bag.

In addition to the requirements for high 
power density and high efficiency, another 
parameter is now being added. In view of 
the rapidly increasing application figures 
and the ever broader range of vehicle mod-
els, the possibility of scaling an integrated 
axle drive is becoming a decisive factor. 
Only if it is possible to cover as many highly 
diversified applications as possible within a 
modular and systematically planned compo-
nent portfolio can the electric axle drive 
make the best possible contribution to cost 
efficiency and therefore rapid electrification 
in high unit volumes. For this purpose, it is 
particularly necessary to standardize as 
many interfaces within the drive unit as  
possible, as well as the interfaces to the 
outside. The goal is to enable enumerative 
combinatorics within the component portfo-
lio without the need to re-adapt mechanical, 
electrical and software interfaces each time.

For this reason, in parallel with the market 
success of the EMR3, Vitesco Technologies 
is already developing the EMR4 electric axle 
drive, which will support much wider scaling 
and power spread while also attaining very 
high efficiency. 
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Inverter

Reducer

Motor

Figure 1: Basic structure of the EMR4 axle drive

In the interests of greater scalability, the 
basic structure of the EMR4 electric axle 
drive has been changed compared to the 
current EMR3. All three basic components 
(power electronics/inverter, electric motor, 
reducer) are arranged in-line in the EMR4, 
Figure 1.  

2

THE ARCHITECTURE  
OF THE EMR4
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Figure 2: Standard configurations of the EMR4 platform 

With this basic principle, it is possible to 
connect the two components with the great-
est need for variability in different designs, 
while the modification requirements for the 
reducer gearbox can be implemented within 
the housing dimensions. This in-line 
arrangement forms the basis for key  
architecture features of the EMR4.

The standard configurations (for vehicles  
in segments A to J2, i.e., vehicle weight 
classes from 1,800 kg to 2,800 kg) planned 
during development can be covered purely 
by scaling the motor length in three steps  
of 60 mm (Entry), 90 mm (Base) or 105 mm 
(Enhanced), Figure 2.  

Depending on the design, the newly devel-
oped EMR4 axle drive delivers between 
80 kW and max. 230 kW of power (10 s).  
The torque range at the axle extends from 
1,700 Nm up to a maximum of 4,000 Nm  
(10 s). The scalability achieved is also  
clearly apparent in the weight of the module. 

Depending on the power requirements for 
the drive, its mass can be between only 
about 45 kg and approximately 80 kg. 
According to previous findings, the EMR4 
axle drive will be able to achieve a 5.6%  
efficiency advantage in the WLTP compared 
with the EMR3, which will have a tangible 
effect on the vehicle range.

These values were achieved through the 
systematic optimization of many central 
effect chains in the drive system. Potential 
for improvement was realized here with 
numerous detailed measures. Despite con-
siderable efficiency gains and a power den-
sity increase of over 20% compared with the 
already optimized EMR3, the EMR4 has 
achieved further cost reductions. Although 
higher-quality materials are used in many 
places in the EMR4, the technical advan-
tages of the materials result in greater sav-
ings in other areas, allowing the cost to be 
optimized.
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The diameter of the PSM motor (and there-
fore its housing diameter) has been fixed for 
the integrated EMR4. With an unchanging 
stator outer diameter of 208 mm, the EMR4 
platform motor has a diameter just under 20 
mm more than the EMR3 electric motor. 
Nevertheless, performance-enhancing 
design measures in the motor have made it 
possible to almost halve the axial length of 
the EMR4 motor compared with the current 
axle drive (90 mm instead of 175 mm). 

The stator now has at least four layers per 
groove (instead of two in the EMR3). The 
number of layers (e.g., 4–8) to be selected 
according to the individual case in the future 
continues to be strictly determined based 
on the desired cost level and performance 
class or voltage. A balance between cost 
minimization and maximum utilization of the 
potential of the active parts serves as a 
yardstick.

The inverter of the EMR4 platform is based 
on the fourth generation high-voltage power 
electronics from Vitesco Technologies 
(EPF4). For the power range of the EMR4 
platform, the highly integrated EPF4 inverter 
is available in three power levels with 290 
amps (“Entry”), 550 amps (“Base”) and 820 
amps (“Enhanced”). The Entry version pro-
vides a cost-effective solution for a power 
output of up to 80 kW (10 s) and an axle 
torque of up to 1,700 Nm (10 s). The Base 
version is suitable for a wide range of appli-
cations with electrical power outputs up to 
135/165 kW (10 s) and up to a torque of 

2,500/3,000 Nm (10 s) at the axle. The 
Enhanced variant is designed for a power 
output of up to 230 kW at a mass of 
2,800 kg and up to 4,000 Nm. 

In principle, however, all inverter variants 
can be combined with every motor power 
variant and every required reducer. This 
allows special requirements (e.g., for deliv-
ery vehicles) deviating from those for stand-
ard high-volume passenger cars to be met. 
With dimensions of only 270 x 221 x 126 
mm, the EPF4 inverter is very compact. 

2.1 ARCHITECTURE AND ELECTRIC MOTOR

2.2 ARCHITECTURE AND POWER ELECTRONICS
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Depending on the torque of the electric 
motor, the platform includes three versions 
of the reducer, which are configured for 
either < 2,000 Nm (“Entry”), < 3,000 Nm 
(“Base”) or < 4,000 Nm (“Enhanced”). 
Reduction ratios between i = 9.3 and  
i = 11.64 are envisaged. This reduction ratio, 
which has been expanded compared with 
the previous generation, makes optimum 
use of the higher peak speed of the electric 
motor possible. In the reducer, this measure 
can be implemented very economically and 

results in significant savings in the motor, 
offering scope in terms of the costs for 
higher-quality materials.

Regardless of the design, the air-cooled 
reducer is designed for up to 16,000 rpm 
input speed and a maximum of 255 Nm of 
motor torque. The reducer provides up to 
3,000 Nm of axle torque on the output.  
The maximum permissible axle speed is 
1,720 rpm. An electric parking brake can 
optionally be integrated into the reducer.

2.3 ARCHITECTURE AND REDUCER

Worldwide, a clear trend toward further 
increasing the efficiency of electric drives at 
the vehicle level is evident. Range and bat-
tery size/battery cost considerations as well 
as legal requirements with the aim of air pol-
lution control and climate change mitigation 
contribute to this. In addition, further 
improvement of the efficiency of electric 
drives increases the attractiveness of vehi-
cles thanks to the resulting system cost 

reduction. The Wh/km in the WLTP is used 
as a measurand for energy consumption.

Numerous individual factors define the effi-
ciency of a vehicle. Although most of these 
are attributable to the entire vehicle, the 
powertrain has a considerable influence. 
Figure 3 illustrates the extent to which the 
powertrain, with its specific losses, influ-
ences efficiency at the vehicle level in the 

3

EFFICIENCY GAINS AS  
A RESULT OF EFFECT  
CHAIN OPTIMIZATION
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Figure 3: Breakdown of WLTP losses in the electric vehicle 
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In the electrically active components of the 
EMR4 platform, laminated cores made of 
very thin, high-strength sheets are used that 
enable higher motor speeds with lower 
material use. The maximum speed is now 
16,000 rpm (EMR3, by way of comparison: 
14,000 rpm). With these speed characteris-
tics, a higher gear reduction can be used 
with the same vehicle end speed.

A major step forward was made in the con-
tinuous power of the EMR4 motor. Thanks to 
significantly reduced losses and optimized 
cooling geometry, the motor can perma-
nently deliver between 40 kW and 80 kW  
at a maximum speed. Thanks to the short 
motor length and compact design, heat dis-
sipation is also more effective because the 
heat flows from the hot spot in the center of 

example of integrated axle drives. In general 
terms, around a third of the losses are 
caused by the drive, and around two-thirds 
by the overall vehicle.

In terms of the power electronics, motor and 
reducer, further progress has been made in 

the EMR4 to the benefit of overall vehicle 
efficiency: Compared with the previous  
generation, the EMR4 is much more effi-
cient, reducing the total energy consump-
tion for an average D-segment vehicle in  
the WLTP up to 5.6%.

3.1 EFFECT OF THE EXAMPLE MEASURES ON THE MOTOR AND INVERTER
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the motor have a short distance to travel to 
its edges. 

The increased gear reduction (see section 
2.3) means that lower motor torque is 
required for the same axle torque. In combi-
nation with a new rotor sheet metal cutting 
and a resulting increase in reluctance, the 
magnetic mass has been significantly 
reduced, the power kept constant, and effi-
ciency increased.

The EPF4 inverter is designed for operating 
voltages between 210 V and 470 V, and 
works with PWM switching frequencies 
between 2 and 12 kHz. Depending on the 
operating point, the field-oriented control 
(FOC) process is used to switch between 
the modulation methods of Space Vector 

Pulse Width Modulation (= SVPWM at low 
speeds to enable higher currents), Synchro-
nized PWM (= SynchPWM in the medium 
speed range), Generalized Discontinuous 
PWM (= GDPWM in the medium speed 
range) and Flux-Bidirectional Modulation  
(= FBM at high speeds). A rotor position 
sensor on the front end of the motor hous-
ing provides the geometric information for 
the rotor position signal which is required 
for electronic commutation of the rotor and 
stator field. Figure 4 shows the reference 
operating points used to evaluate the motor 
and inverter losses during the simulation. 
The large efficiency gains, especially at high 
rotation speeds, can be used to see the 
effect of the higher number of layers in the 
motor and the massively reduced iron 
losses.

Figure 4: WLTP operating points for the motor/inverter efficiency assessment 
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Although the mechanical reducer compo-
nent was already highly optimized in the 
previous generation, further efficiency 
advances were made here, which are of 
great importance because the reducer also 
has a significant influence on the overall 

Compared to the previous generation,  
the EPF4 inverter for the EMR4 platform  
has succeeded in reducing the losses in  
the inverter significantly. The EPF4 inverter 
was designed for efficiency from the outset. 
Thanks to this stringent objective, the 
design demonstrates an extremely opti-
mized commutation inductivity. The inter-
action of the power module produced 
in-house with the intelligent control modules 

efficiency of the drive (Figure 3). In the 
2-stage reducer gearbox with differential, 
minor design measures such as lubrication 
and shaft topology further increased the 
efficiency, Figure 5.

means that a minimum amount of switching 
losses can be achieved. This progress in 
efficiency benefits the overall efficiency of 
the axle drive. According to the current state 
of development, a further efficiency boost 
can be achieved by using silicon carbide 
(SiC) in the inverter [2]. The high power den-
sity of the inverter is made possible by the 
1-PCB design with a low design height.

3.2 EFFECT OF THE MEASURES ON THE REDUCER

Figure 5: WLTP operating points for the efficiency evaluation of the reducer 
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Figure 6: Examples of the influence of individual parameters on the efficiency of an electric drive in the WLTP 

The ever-increasing range of applications 
required by the market for integrated elec-
tric axle drives can only be achieved with a 
high degree of scalability of the drive in 
terms of performance, efficiency, costs, size 
and weight. Scalability ultimately means 
that it must be possible to put together an 
optimal combination of main components 
for the relevant application without interven-
ing in the production sequence. In view of 
the large number of parameters and their 

complex interaction defining the desired 
performance features of a drive, this goal is 
highly challenging in design terms – if it is 
thoroughly implemented down to detail.

During the development of the EMR4 plat-
form, extensive sensitivity analyses, for 
example, were conducted to determine the 
effects of individual parameters on the effi-
ciency of an electric drive axle in the WLTP, 
for example, Figure 6. 

4
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To achieve optimum weighting of the 
desired performance features and the asso-
ciated costs, the proprietary tool iMCO was 
used by the developers during this multi- 
criterial phase of development, Figure 7 [3].

Example of cost sensitivity for PSM motors based on:
>  Active length
>  Magnet material
>  Rotor design

Detailed cost models 
capturing effects of 
parameter variations 
are a part of iMCO
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Figure 7: Detailed cost models as part of multi-criteria evaluation and optimization make the correlation 
between parameter changes and the resulting costs transparent
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It has already been mentioned that when 
designing an integrated axle drive, the com-
plexities of a discretely designed electric 
drive have been removed from the vehicle 
and relocated in to the drive instead. How 
much of the complexity has been shifted 
here is also demonstrated by the numerous 

interfaces within the axle drive and exter-
nally, which must be solved in design terms 
during integration of this kind. Figure 8 
shows the internal drive interfaces between 
the individual functions highlighted in gray 
and, in the green circles, the outward inter-
faces to the vehicle environment.

ECU

EMR4 System

Reducer Motor Inverter

AC/DC 
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control 
system

convert 
magnetic/

mechanical 
powersplit power

transfer thermal
energy reducer

transfer thermal 
energy motor
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information interface thermal interface

electrical interfacemechanical interface

lock 
transmission

convert power
speed/torque

transfer thermal 
energy inverter

NVH

EMC

5

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL 
INTERFACES

Figure 8: Overview of standardized EMR4  
platform interfaces 
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To enable comprehensive scaling of the 
pre-validated EMR4 platform components, 
all of the main components, i.e., inverters (in 
three versions), reducers (in three variants) 
rotor and stator (in three lengths each) as 
well as motor housing (in three lengths) and 
bearing plate (“cover” in two versions) are 
clearly defined with respect to the internal 
and external interfaces. This makes it possi-
ble to combine different component designs 
with uniform interfaces. 

Structure-borne noise and electromagnetic 
radiation play a key role among the external 
interfaces. To minimize the excitation of 

body vibrations through structure-borne 
noise in the electric drive, a great deal of 
optimization work has been carried out on 
the acoustic quality (noise, vibration, harsh-
ness, NVH) of the drive in all operating situ-
ations, Figures 9, 10. On the EMR4 plat-
form, tests to confirm the simulation results 
have already been successfully carried out 
on an A-sample basis. 

This simulation expertise can also be used 
to optimize the bracket shapes, which could 
otherwise also lead to design-related 
excitations in the vehicle. 
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Figure 9: Example of an NVH simulation from the development of the EMR4 platform 
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Figure 10: NVH measurement 

Figure 11: EMC measuring chamber

These brackets play a major role in the 
mounting of the axle drive in the vehicle, 
because they may be required to ensure 
attachment even if vehicle-specific attach-
ment points would lead to geometric con-
flicts with the technical interfaces of the 
axle drive. 

Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) of the 
EMR4 platform is ensured through compli-
ance with the standard, CISPR25-2016 
Class 3, Figure 11.
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Industrialization expertise from three gener-
ations of electric high-voltage drives has 
been incorporated into the development of 
the EMR4 platform: Until beginning of 2021, 
more than 150,000 units of the EMR3 alone 
have already been shipped to customers. 
Thanks to numerous detailed optimizations 
along influential effect chains, efficiency 
and performance of the EMR4 have been 
significantly increased at a reduced cost 
level, even compared with the EMR3 axle 
drive that has already been optimized. In 
particular, the high scalability of the new 
platform enables highly cost-effective use  
of EMR4 axle drives in a wide range of  
different vehicle segments with individual 
requirement profiles.

With a scalable output of currently between 
80 kW and up to 230 kW with a mass of only 
around 45 kg up to approximately 80 kg, the 
EMR4 platform supports the transition to 
electrification in high unit volumes and in a 
large number of vehicle models. To cover 
performance requirements above and below 
the specified current performance range, 
development for portfolio expansions will 
start in 2021. 

Through systematic cost-side optimization, 
the EMR4 platform helps to bring the pur-
chase costs for electric vehicles ever closer 
to the yardstick of previous vehicles with 
internal combustion engines. Thanks to the 
further increased efficiency of the EMR4 
drive, there is also a cost-reducing influence 
on the size of the battery.

The EMR4 platform stands for tailored-off-
the-shelf solutions that consistently focus 
on standardization and modularization 
within the product. At the system limits, 
customer-specific differentiation is shaped 
via integration and system expertise. This 
creates a balance between cost optimiza-
tion and individualization, which is supple-
mented by many years of production experi-
ence and a high level of quality with electric 
axle drives. With this strategy, Vitesco Tech-
nologies is actively working with its custom-
ers and suppliers to design the growth in 
electric mobility.

6

SUMMARY
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